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Abstract

To mitigate the effects of climate change, energy systems are becoming in-
creasingly reliant on renewable energy sources. Since these energy sources
are typically dependent on the prevailing weather, renewable energy systems
are susceptible to shortages during certain weather conditions. As renewable
sources become larger contributors to the energy mix, the risks associated
with these shortages, referred to as energy droughts, increase. Techniques
to monitor energy droughts are therefore required to mitigate the associ-
ated societal impacts. In this paper, two standardised indices are introduced
to monitor droughts in renewable energy systems. The indices incorporate
energy demand and renewable energy production, and constitute analogues
of the standardised precipitation index (SPI) and standardised precipita-
tion evapotranspiration index (SPEI), two indices regularly employed opera-
tionally to monitor meteorological droughts. The indices are straightforward
to construct, can be defined on any timescale, and can readily be compared
for regions with different climates and installed capacities. We demonstrate
how the standardised energy indices proposed herein can be used to define
renewable energy droughts, for which there is not yet a recognised defini-
tion. To illustrate the practical utility of these indices, they are applied to
reconstructed time series of electricity demand and wind and solar power
generation across Europe.
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1. Introduction1

To mitigate the effects of climate change, energy systems are becoming2

increasingly reliant on renewable energy sources (RES). Energy production3

from RES, such as wind and solar power, typically depends heavily on the4

prevailing weather. Although this means RES replenish naturally, balancing5

supply and demand in renewable energy systems becomes challenging, since6

certain weather conditions could result in simultaneously low renewable en-7

ergy production and high energy demand, leading to shortages in the system8

(von Bremen, 2010; van der Wiel et al., 2019; Otero et al., 2022a).9

Raynaud et al. (2018) termed these shortages “energy droughts”, acknowl-10

edging the similarity between shortages in energy systems and the classi-11

cal notion of a meteorological drought: both represent instances where the12

amount of a quantity needed to sustain an underlying process far exceeds13

the amount of this quantity that is produced. Previous studies have there-14

fore suggested analysing energy droughts using methods commonly applied15

to meteorological droughts (see e.g. Ohlendorf and Schill, 2020; Jurasz et al.,16

2021; Otero et al., 2022b).17

The impacts associated with meteorological droughts are well-documented,18

and several established procedures exist to help mitigate these impacts.19

These procedures could similarly be employed to minimise the risks of energy20

droughts. For example, most National Meteorological and Hydrological Ser-21

vices maintain drought monitoring systems, which identify when a drought is22

likely to occur, before relaying this information to the relevant authorities so23

that appropriate action can be taken (Hayes et al., 2011). As the share of en-24

ergy supplied by RES increases, the impacts associated with energy droughts25

become more severe, making analogous systems to monitor energy droughts26

more appealing.27

Meteorological droughts are typically defined in terms of two well-established28

standardised indices: the standardised precipitation index (SPI) of McKee29

et al. (1993), and the standardised precipitation-evapotranspiration index30

(SPEI) introduced more recently by Vicente-Serrano et al. (2010). The SPI31

is a standardised measure of the precipitation at a location, while the SPEI32

additionally incorporates evapotranspiration. These indices are commonly33
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used for the operational monitoring of droughts, and the World Meteorologi-34

cal Organisation even encouraged all National Meteorological and Hydrolog-35

ical Services around the world to define meteorological droughts in terms of36

these standardised indices (Hayes et al., 2011).37

Defining droughts in terms of standardised indices has several benefits.38

The indices are defined on a common scale, and are thus easy to interpret.39

This standardised scale also has an underlying probabilistic interpretation,40

making the indices ideal for risk management and decision-making. More-41

over, since the standardisation can be performed separately for different sea-42

sons and locations, droughts can be defined in a relative sense, allowing the43

intensity of droughts in different climatic regions to readily be compared. As44

summarised by Zargar et al. (2011), standardised drought indices provide45

a “pragmatic way to assimilate large amounts of data into a quantitative46

information that can be used in applications such as drought forecasting,47

declaring drought levels, contingency planning and impact assessment.”48

In contrast to meteorological droughts, there is currently no universal49

definition of an energy drought. However, standardised energy indices can50

similarly be introduced for the purpose of monitoring and analysing energy51

droughts. The approach used to construct the SPI and SPEI can straightfor-52

wardly be applied to other variables, as has been done for example for tem-53

perature (Zscheischler et al., 2014), soil moisture (Hao and AghaKouchak,54

2013), streamflow (Zaidman et al., 2002; Vicente-Serrano et al., 2012), and55

compound hot and dry conditions (Li et al., 2021). Hence, in this paper, we56

introduce a standardised renewable energy production index (SREPI) and57

a standardised residual load index (SRLI). The SREPI considers only the58

renewable energy production, and is therefore an energy-based analogue of59

the SPI, whereas the SRLI is defined in terms of the residual load, i.e. the60

difference between energy demand and renewable energy production. Since61

the SRLI accounts for both the supply and demand in the energy system,62

it constitutes an analogue of the SPEI for standard drought analysis. Just63

as meteorological droughts are defined in terms of the SPI and SPEI, we64

demonstrate how the standardised energy drought indices introduced herein65

can be used to define energy droughts.66

To our knowledge, this is the first application of standardised drought67

indices in an energy context. The indices introduced here can be calculated68

using the R package available at https://github.com/noeliaof/SEI, which69

allows for the construction of arbitrary standardised indices, and is therefore70

applicable to both meteorological drought variables as well as the energy71
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variables considered here. The standardised energy drought indices are in-72

troduced in the following section. Section 3 then describes how these indices73

can be used to define energy droughts. These indices are applied in a case74

study in Section 4, using reconstructed energy demand and wind and solar75

production data in several European countries, thereby demonstrating how76

these indices can be used in practice. Finally, Section 5 concludes.77

2. Standardised energy indices78

In this section, we introduce two standardised indices that can be used to79

monitor energy droughts. The indices are renewable energy-based analogues80

to the SPI and SPEI, and are constructed using the same methodology. As81

mentioned in the previous section, this approach has been used to define82

standardised indices corresponding to several hydro-meteorological processes.83

To construct the indices, we assume that there exists a time series of previous84

values of the renewable energy production, P1, . . . , Pn, and the corresponding85

residual load, L1, . . . , Ln. The observations could be on any timescale that86

is of interest. While the SPI and SPEI are most commonly defined on a87

monthly basis, we anticipate that shorter timescales (hourly or daily) will88

be most useful when constructing standardised indices for the planning and89

maintenance of energy systems.90

The general approach to define standardised indices begins by estimating91

the cumulative distribution function (CDF) corresponding to these previously92

observed values, which we label FP for the production and FL for the residual93

load. The estimated CDF is then used to transform the observations onto a94

standardised scale, exploiting the probability integral transform to do so. In95

particular, if the renewable energy production observations arise according96

to the distribution FP , then the probability integral transform (PIT) values97

FP (P1), . . . , FP (Pn) should constitute a sample from a uniform distribution98

between zero and one. The same is true for the residual load. While these PIT99

values could themselves be used as standardised indices, it is more common to100

further transform the PIT values using the quantile function of the standard101

normal distribution, Φ−1, to obtain indices that resemble a sample from the102

standard normal distribution.103

To estimate the CDFs FP and FL, we could assume that the renewable104

energy production and residual load observations have been drawn from a105

certain parametric family of statistical distributions: the SPI, for example,106

assumes precipitation follows a Gamma distribution (McKee et al., 1993),107
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while the SPEI employs a log-logistic distribution (Vicente-Serrano et al.,108

2010). The parameters of the chosen distribution could then be estimated109

from the previous observations, using maximum likelihood estimation, for110

example. However, simple parametric families may not be flexible enough to111

model the distribution of the energy variables under consideration, which are112

governed by complex dynamical, physiological, and socioeconomic factors.113

As an alternative, if a sufficiently long time series of observations is available,114

then it is straightforward to estimate the CDF directly from the observations,115

rather than estimating the parameters of a parametric family of distributions.116

That is, FP and FL can be estimated using the empirical distribution function117

defined by the observations.118

With this in mind, we define the standardised renewable energy produc-119

tion index (SREPI) corresponding to an observation of renewable energy120

production Pt as121

SREPI(Pt) = Φ−1

(
1

n+ 2

[
1 +

n∑
i=1

1{Pi ≤ Pt}

])
, (1)

where 1 is the indicator function, equal to one if the argument inside the122

brackets is true, and zero otherwise.123

Similarly, the standardised residual load index (SRLI) at time t is defined124

as125

SRLI(Lt) = Φ−1

(
1

n+ 2

[
1 +

n∑
i=1

1{Li ≤ Lt}

])
. (2)

Note that it need not be the case that 1 ≤ t ≤ n, i.e. although the time126

series of past observations are required to calculate the indices, the SREPI127

and SRLI can also be obtained for observations that have not previously been128

observed.129

For both indices, the term inside the round brackets is the empirical CDF130

defined by the observed sample of observations and Pt or Lt. The empirical131

CDF is constructed such that it is never equal to zero or one, in which case132

the standardised indices would not be well-defined. One benefit of using the133

empirical CDF is that the indices are based on ranks, giving them a clear134

interpretation in terms of historical observations: a high index corresponds135

to an observation that is large relative to the previously observed data, while136

a low index suggests the observation is small relative to the historical archive.137

Low values of the SREPI indicate lower-than-normal renewable energy pro-138

duction, whereas high values of the SRLI are synonymous with instances139
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where the residual load is high, i.e. the demand considerably exceeds the140

renewable energy production. Both of these instances could result in energy141

shortages.142

Additionally, in using the empirical distribution function, the indices do143

not make any distributional assumptions, which would need to be verified and144

checked at all locations and time periods at which the index is calculated -145

this is often overlooked when calculating the SPI and SPEI. One disadvan-146

tage of using the empirical CDF within Equations 1 and 2, rather than a147

parametric distribution, is that the index will assume only a finite number148

(n) of possible values. If n, the number of past observations from which149

the index is calculated, is large, then this will not be an issue in practice.150

Nonetheless, for completeness, potential parametric distributions that could151

be used to construct the SREPI and SRLI are analysed in the appendix.152

Lastly, the SREPI can be interpreted as the relative position of the renew-153

able energy production amongst previously observed values. Since renewable154

energy production is calculated by multiplying the installed capacity by a155

capacity factor, the index will not change if a different installed capacity is156

assumed when calculating the production. In particular, this means that the157

SREPI could be computed directly based on capacity factors rather than158

power production, without affecting the resulting index values.159

3. Energy droughts160

Just as the SPI and SPEI are used operationally to define meteorologi-161

cal droughts, the SREPI and SRLI allow for universal definitions of energy162

droughts. This can be achieved using thresholds of the indices. A shortage163

in the renewable energy system could occur due to low values of the renew-164

able energy production, or high values of the residual load. Hence, energy165

droughts should correspond to low values of the SREPI or high values of the166

SRLI.167

We therefore follow Raynaud et al. (2018) and introduce two separate168

types of energy drought. We say that an energy production drought occurs169

if the SREPI falls below -1, while an energy supply drought occurs if the170

SRLI exceeds 1. Following the definition of meteorological droughts given171

in McKee et al. (1993), and as recently presented in Otero et al. (2022b),172

the intensity of an energy drought at a given time can be further classified173

as moderate, severe, or extreme, with each category corresponding to an174
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Category Production drought Supply drought Probability

Mild -1 < SREPI < 0 0 < SRLI < 1 0.341

Moderate -1.5 < SREPI ≤ -1 1 ≤ SRLI < 1.5 0.092

Severe -2 < SREPI ≤ -1.5 1.5 ≤ SRLI < 2 0.044

Extreme SREPI ≤ -2 2 ≤ SRLI 0.023

Table 1: Definitions of energy production droughts and energy supply droughts in terms
of the SREPI and SRLI, respectively. The probability that each index will be in each
interval at a randomly chosen time is also listed.

increasingly extreme threshold of the indices. These different categories of175

energy droughts are summarised in Table 1.176

Since the indices are constructed so that they follow a standard normal177

distribution, we can immediately calculate the probability that each category178

of drought will occur. These probabilities are also listed in Table 1. Note that179

the thresholds 1, 1.5, and 2 are typically selected for practical convenience.180

Instead, it could be argued that it is more intuitive for the drought thresholds181

to correspond to quantiles of the standard normal distribution. For example,182

1, 1.5, and 2 could be replaced by 1.28, 1.64 and 1.96, the 90th, 95th, and183

97.5th percentiles of the standard normal distribution, to give the drought184

definitions a more explicit probabilistic interpretation.185

Energy droughts could last for just one unit of time, or for longer if the186

index satisfies the relevant criteria at successive time points. For the SPI187

and SPEI, the definition of a meteorological drought is often extended so188

that the drought does not end when the index no longer exceeds the relevant189

threshold, but instead continues until the index changes sign. In other words,190

the index must change sign before a new drought can begin. This accounts for191

instances where the index fluctuates around the threshold of interest, classing192

this as one persistent drought event rather than several small droughts. A193

similar convention could be adopted when defining energy droughts. When194

the index does not satisfy the criteria defining an energy drought, but has195

not yet changed sign from the previous drought, the energy drought is said196

to be “mild”. An illustration of this for an energy supply drought is presented197

in Figure 1.198

The energy droughts have a fixed start and end time, which can easily199
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be deduced from the time series of index values. The duration of a drought200

is then defined as the difference between these times. We can also assess201

a drought’s magnitude, by considering the values of the index whilst the202

drought transpires. In particular, if a drought begins at time t and persists203

until time t+D, for some duration D, then the drought magnitude (DM) is204

defined as205

DM =
t+D−1∑
j=t

|Ij|, (3)

where I is the standardised index under consideration, and |Ij| is the absolute206

value of this index at time j (McKee et al., 1993). The drought magnitude207

must be larger than 1, but has no upper limit, i.e. 1 ≤ DM < ∞. The larger208

the magnitude, the more severe the energy drought is.209

These definitions of energy production and supply droughts can readily be210

applied at any location, regardless of their local climates and installed capac-211

ities. They can also be applied to time series on any timescale, introducing212

the concept of hourly, daily, and weekly drought events, for example. Note,213

however, that the magnitude of the drought will depend on the timescale214

of interest: shorter timescales should have a stronger temporal dependence,215

Duration: 4 days−1

0

1

2

Dec 26 Dec 28 Dec 30
Time

S
R

LI

Figure 1: Example of an energy supply drought in Germany, December 2019. The drought
begins when the SRLI first exceeds 1 (December 27th), and ends when the index changes
sign (December 31st). The duration of the drought is therefore four days. The coloured
regions represent the intensity of the drought at each time point: a mild drought event is
green, a moderate event is yellow, a severe event is orange, an extreme event is red. The
magnitude of the drought is 5.95, equal to the sum of the four vertical grey lines during
the drought.
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meaning more consecutive observations are defined as within a drought, lead-216

ing to higher magnitudes. Nonetheless, if desired, the drought magnitude can217

itself be converted to a common scale by dividing DM by the timescale of218

the data.219

4. Case study220

4.1. Data221

To demonstrate how these standardised indices can be implemented in222

practice, they are applied to time series of renewable energy production and223

residual load. The time series used here have been reconstructed from ERA5224

reanalysis data (Hersbach et al., 2018) between 1979 and 2019, and are pub-225

licly accessible from the Reading Research and Data Repository (https:226

//researchdata.reading.ac.uk/273/); see Bloomfield et al. (2020) for de-227

tails on how the data has been reconstructed. Hourly data is available for 27228

countries across Europe, and we assume here that resources are not shared229

between the different countries.230

The time series of renewable energy production incorporates wind and231

solar power generation. It is assumed throughout that the installed wind232

and solar capacities are equal to those from 2017, since national installed233

capacities are readily available for this year. These installed capacities are234

available in the appendix. An increased installed capacity would impact235

the renewable energy production multiplicatively, and hence, as discussed in236

Section 2, this would not affect the SREPI values. The SRLI, on the other237

hand, depends on both the production and the demand, and the resulting238

SRLI values are not independent of the installed capacity. Although we use239

the installed capacities from 2017, the introduction of these standardised240

indices provides a convenient framework with which to study the sensitivity241

of these results to the installed capacity in the future.242

The residual load is calculated by subtracting the wind and solar produc-243

tion from a time series of energy demand. The energy demand was estimated244

using a linear regression model, trained using data from 2016 and 2017, for245

which records of electricity demand are available from the ENTSO-E trans-246

parency platform (ENTSO-E, 2019). The linear regression model includes247

weather-dependent covariates, such as 2-metre temperature and the number248

of heating and cooling degree days, to estimate the energy demand. Further249

details of the data used herein, as well as the configuration of the regression250

model, are available in Bloomfield et al. (2020) and Otero et al. (2022b).251
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4.2. Results252

4.2.1. Standardised energy indices253

Examples of time series of the raw renewable energy production and resid-254

ual load, as well as the corresponding SREPI and SRLI values are displayed255

in Figures 2 and 3 for the time period 2010 to 2020. Figure 2 contains the in-256

dices computed for Norway, while Figure 3 presents the time series for Spain.257

The index has been computed over hourly, daily, and weekly timescales, with258

the longer timescales clearly removing the short-term fluctuations in the time259

series of both the raw data and the standardised indices.260

While the two countries have markedly different installed wind and solar261

capacities (see Figure B.9), leading to different scales of renewable energy262

production, the indices are able to account for the differing capacities in263

the two countries, providing a common scale to analyse. Nonetheless, the264

important information is still present from the time series of the indices. For265

example, it is clear to see that the SREPI and the SRLI are very seasonal266

for Norway, with high residual load indices in particular most likely to occur267

in winter, whereas the indices in Spain exhibit considerably less seasonal268

variation, owing to the amount of energy that is also required for cooling269

during summer. For concision, all further analysis considers only the daily270

SREPI and SRLI indices, though we note that all results could be similarly271

presented for indices defined on other timescales.272

The common scale provided by the indices is evident also from Figure273

4, which shows the histogram of the raw renewable energy production and274

residual load values for Norway, compared to a histogram of the correspond-275

ing daily SREPI and SRLI values. Figure 4 also displays the index assigned276

to a range of renewable energy production and residual load values. Clearly,277

the distribution of the raw values is rather irregular, and will change for all278

countries under consideration. The standardised indices, on the other hand,279

both closely resemble a standard normal distribution. This is the case for280

all countries, providing a common scale that allows for global definitions of281

energy droughts with a clear probabilistic interpretation. Additionally, the282

irregularity of the distributions in Figure 4 is not easily modeled using para-283

metric families of statistical distributions (see appendix), highlighting the284

benefit provided by the more flexible empirical distribution function in data285

rich settings.286

While energy droughts can be defined in terms of either the SREPI or287

the SRLI, the two indices provide complementary information. Nonetheless,288
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Figure 2: Time series of Norway’s renewable energy production (REP) and residual load
(RL), and the corresponding standardised indices, between 2010 and 2020. Time series
are shown at hourly (1st row), daily (2nd), and weekly (3rd) timescales.
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Figure 3: As in Figure 2 but for Spain.
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Figure 4: Histograms of Norway’s daily renewable energy production (REP) and residual
load (RL), as well as histograms of the corresponding standardised indices. The index
assigned to each value of the production and residual load is also shown for this country.

in countries with a high installed capacity, the SREPI and SRLI should be289

strongly associated, since high residual loads will often be a result of low290

renewable energy production. On the other hand, if energy demand is ex-291

ceptionally high relative to the renewable energy production, then the two292

indices could behave very differently. To illustrate the association between293

the droughts indices, Figure 5 displays the correlation between the SREPI294

and SRLI in each country. There is typically strong negative correlation295

between the two indices: as the SREPI decreases, the SRLI increases, as296

expected. This is particularly pertinent in countries with high installed ca-297

pacities, such as Germany.298

4.2.2. Energy droughts299

Section 3 describes how the standardised energy indices can be used to de-300

fine energy production and energy supply droughts. For the data considered301

here, Figure 6 displays the average number of droughts that occur each year302

in the 27 European countries for the extended summer months (AMJJAS)303

and extended winter months (ONDJFM). Figure 7 presents the correspond-304

ing average drought duration (in days). Energy production droughts tend305

to occur more frequently than energy supply droughts, but have a much306
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lower expected duration. The reason for this is the weaker seasonal cycle307

in renewable energy production, other than in countries such as the Czech308

Republic (CR), Slovakia (Sva), Slovenia (Sve), and Switzerland (Swi), all of309

which have low wind capacities in comparison to their solar capacities. This310

supports the results in Otero et al. (2022b). Production droughts typically311

occur more frequently in summer since most countries have a higher installed312

wind capacity than solar capacity, with wind expected to dominate in winter313

and solar in summer. The opposite is therefore true for the countries listed314

above.315

In these countries, energy supply droughts tend to be much longer last-316

ing, comprising a large proportion of the extended winter season. Supply317

droughts, more generally, occur with a higher frequency in winter in almost318

all countries, reflecting that energy demands are typically considerably higher319

in winter than in summer. For countries with warmer climates, such as Italy,320

Portugal, and Spain, energy supply droughts are relatively more frequent in321

summer than other countries, due to an increase in summer energy demand.322

As well as monitoring the frequency and duration of energy droughts us-323

ing the standardised indices introduced herein, Equation 3 also demonstrates324

how they can be used to quantify the magnitude of each drought. The av-325

erage magnitude of droughts is strongly correlated with the duration of the326

−0.75
−0.50
−0.25
0.00
0.25
0.50
0.75

Figure 5: Pearson’s correlation between the SREPI and SRLI in each country. Grey areas
represent countries that were not considered in this study.
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Figure 6: Average number of energy production and energy supply droughts per year in
each country. The frequency is divided into the proportion expected to occur in extended
winter and summer seasons.

droughts, and this is illustrated in Figure 8. Again, since Slovakia, Slove-327

nia, and Switzerland have the longest-lasting droughts, they also have the328

droughts with the highest magnitude on average.329

5. Discussion330

This paper has introduced standardised indices that can be used to mon-331

itor and analyse energy droughts. Two indices are defined: the standardised332

renewable energy production index (SREPI), and the standardised residual333

load index (SRLI). The indices have been constructed analogously to the SPI334

and SPEI, two well-known standardised indices used to assess meteorological335

droughts. The SREPI is a standardised measure of the renewable energy336

production, and therefore constitutes an energy-based analogue of the SPI.337
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Figure 7: Average duration (in days) of the energy production and energy supply droughts
in each country.

The SRLI, on the other hand, additionally accounts for the current energy338

demand, analogously to how the SPEI incorporates evapotranspiration.339

Low values of the SREPI and high values of the SRLI are synonymous340
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Figure 8: Average magnitude (defined as in Equation 3) of the energy production and
energy supply droughts in each country.
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with potential shortages in the renewable energy system. Raynaud et al.341

(2018) recently noted the similarity between meteorological droughts and342

energy shortages, leading them to introduce the concept of an energy drought.343

As renewable energy sources become responsible for a larger proportion of344

international energy production, the risks associated with such shortages345

increase, and more effort should therefore be devoted to the monitoring of346

energy droughts. The SPI and SPEI are commonly used within operational347

meteorological drought monitoring systems, and the SRLI and SREPI could348

similarly be implemented within energy drought monitoring systems.349

In particular, the SPI and SPEI provide a recognised and accepted way of350

defining meteorological droughts. We demonstrate here how the SREPI and351

SRLI could similarly be used to define energy droughts. Since the indices352

are on a standardised scale, the corresponding droughts can be defined using353

relevant ranges of the index values, where the ranges have clear probabilistic354

interpretations. Moreover, these indices can be applied to energy variables355

separately at different locations, facilitating a straightforward comparison356

between the indices in different regions, regardless of their varying climates357

and installed capacities.358

Section 4 illustrates how these standardised indices could be applied in359

practice. They are applied to reconstructed time series of electricity demand360

and renewable energy production for several European countries. While na-361

tional data is used here, the indices could also be applied to data on a finer362

spatial resolution. Moreover, the data we consider here only utilises en-363

ergy production from wind and solar. Although these are typically the two364

most influential sources of renewable energy, future studies could addition-365

ally consider other sources, such as hydropower, which is a major source of366

renewable energy in countries such as Switzerland. Note that the definition367

of the SREPI and SRLI would not change, though previous measurements368

of the renewable energy production and residual load should be calculated369

when incorporating these additional RES. Otherwise, including an influential370

source of renewable energy would inflate the index.371

While we have focused on renewable energy production and the resulting372

residual load, which we argue are particularly important to monitor due to373

their dependence on the prevailing weather conditions, the approach used to374

construct these standardised indices could readily be applied to other vari-375

ables. For example, a standardised energy demand index could analogously376

be defined by replacing the production or residual load time series in Equa-377

tions 1 and 2 with a time series of previously observed energy demand values.378
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Separate indices could also be derived for different sources of renewable en-379

ergy, such as solar and wind. This would allow a more targeted analysis when380

the production of wind or solar energy is low, rather than the overall pro-381

duction. Similarly, these indices could be used to define and study individual382

production droughts, such as wind droughts, solar droughts, or hydropower383

droughts.384

In converting the distributions of energy production and demand to stan-385

dardised scales, such indices could also be used to monitor instances where386

there is a surplus of renewable energy generated, caused by high production387

and reduced demand. For example, low pressure weather systems are typ-388

ically associated with strong winds but milder temperatures, leading to a389

large wind power production relative to the energy demand. Although these390

surpluses are less impactful than energy droughts, they could additionally391

be useful when designing renewable energy storage systems. The amount392

of energy stored for future use could additionally be incorporated into the393

standardised indices introduced here, possibly within the residual load, in394

order to fully capture the renewable energy system as it evolves.395

While the energy indices proposed herein have been used to monitor past396

time series of energy supply and demand, future studies could also investigate397

how these indices will change as a result of climate change. For example, as398

temperatures increases, the energy demand in summer will likely increase,399

resulting in smaller residual load indices. This would then allow us to assess400

the risks and impacts associated with energy droughts (defined in terms of401

today’s climate) as the climate changes, which would help to understand what402

installed capacities are required to mitigate these impacts in the future.403
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Appendix A. Parametric distributions416

In Section 2, we introduce the SREPI and SRLI using the empirical dis-
tribution function based on a time series of past observations. This is in
contrast to the SPI, SPEI, and most other standardised indices, which typi-
cally assume the variable of interest follows some parametric distribution. In
particular, the index corresponding to some value xt is

Φ−1(F (xt)),

where F is the cumulative distribution function of the assumed parametric
distribution, typically estimated from a time series of observations x1, . . . , xn.
When defining the SREPI and SRLI, we replace F with an empirical estimate
of the distribution function, defined by these observations:

F̂ (x) =
1

n+ 2

[
1 +

n∑
i=1

1{x ≤ xi}

]
.

While we argue that the empirical distribution function is more appro-417

priate if there are sufficiently many observations (which will often be the418

case if the timescale of the variable of interest is relatively small), this ap-419

pendix compares possible parametric distributions that could be employed420

to construct the indices.421

For each country, several parametric distributions are fit to the time se-422

ries of renewable energy production and residual load values, separately for423

hourly, daily, and weekly timescales. The following distributions were com-424

pared: the normal, truncated normal, log-normal, logistic, truncated logistic,425

log-logistic, exponential, gamma, and Weibull distributions. The truncated426

normal and truncated logistic distributions were truncated below at zero,427

so that zero probability density was assigned to negative values. In each428

case, the distribution with the lowest Akaike Information Criterion (AIC)429

was selected, and the resulting choices are displayed in Table A.2.430

Clearly, there is a lot of variation in the optimal distribution to use431

when modelling the data, and the results change not only depending on432

the distribution, but also on the timescale of interest. In each case, the433
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Kolmogorov-Smirnov test was then applied to the estimated distributions, to434

assess whether the data can reasonably be assumed to have been drawn from435

this distribution. Table A.2 illustrates that at hourly and daily timescales,436

when the sample of observations is very large, the null hypothesis of equality437

in distribution is almost always rejected, suggesting the parametric distri-438

butions are not appropriate. While the distributions are often adequate for439

weekly accumulated renewable energy production values, they are generally440

not capable of accurately modelling the weekly residual loads. The reason for441

this is that the residual load is, of course, heavily influenced by the energy442

demand, which generally exhibits strong seasonal behaviour. This results443

in often multi-modal distributions (as illustrated, for example, in Figure 4),444

which are difficult to capture using conventional parametric families of dis-445

tributions.446

Results may be different if seasons were to be considered separately,447

though this also highlights the deficiency in using parametric distributions -448

the choice of distribution will change depending on several factors, and this449

should be accounted for when computing the index in different scenarios.450

The empirical distribution, however, provided enough data is available, is451

flexible enough to account for these features, regardless of what data is used.452

Appendix B. Installed capacities453

Figure B.9 displays the installed wind and solar capacities for each Euro-454

pean country considered in Section 4. As discussed, the capacities correspond455

to those from 2017.456
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Renewable Energy Production Residual Load

Country Hourly Daily Weekly Hourly Daily Weekly

Aus Weibull Log-normal Gamma Normal Log-normal Log-normal

Bel Tr. Normal Weibull Gamma Gamma Log-normal Log-normal

Bul Tr. Normal Gamma Tr. Normal Log-normal Log-normal Log-normal

CR Weibull Weibull Weibull Log-normal Log-normal Log-normal

Cro Log-normal Log-normal Gamma Weibull Log-normal Log-normal

Den Tr. Normal Weibull Weibull Tr. Normal Tr. Logistic Tr. Logistic

Fin Tr. Normal Weibull Weibull Log-normal Log-normal Log-normal

Fra Weibull Log-normal Log-normal Log-normal Log-normal Log-normal

Ger Weibull Gamma Gamma Normal Weibull Logistic

Gre Weibull Weibull Weibull Log-normal Log-normal Log-normal

Hun Tr. Normal Log-normal Gamma Weibull Log-normal Log-normal

Ire Tr. Normal Weibull Weibull Tr. Normal Weibull Normal

Ita Tr. Normal Gamma Gamma Weibull Log-logistic Log-logistic

Lat Gamma Tr. Normal Weibull Weibull Log-normal Log-normal

Lit Tr. Normal Tr. Normal Gamma Weibull Log-normal Log-normal

Lux Gamma Weibull Gamma Weibull Log-normal Log-normal

Net Tr. Normal Weibull Gamma Weibull Normal Log-normal

Nor Weibull Weibull Gamma Gamma Gamma Gamma

Pol Tr. Normal Weibull Gamma Weibull Log-normal Log-logistic

Por Gamma Gamma Gamma Tr. Logistic Weibull Weibull

Rom Gamma Log-normal Log-normal Normal Log-normal Log-normal

Spa Gamma Log-normal Log-normal Weibull Weibull Weibull

Sva Gamma Weibull Weibull Gamma Log-normal Log-normal

Sve Tr. Normal Weibull Weibull Normal Log-normal Log-normal

Swe Weibull Weibull Gamma Gamma Log-normal Log-normal

Swi Log-normal Weibull Weibull Log-normal Log-normal Log-normal

UK Weibull Gamma Gamma Weibull Log-normal Log-normal

Table A.2: Parametric distributions that resulted in the lowest AIC when fit to hourly,
daily, and weekly time series of the renewable energy production and residual load at each
country. Bold values represent instances where the null hypothesis of the Kolgomorov-
Smirnov test for equality in distribution was not rejected.
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